YOU WANT IT?
YOU'LL MAKE IT!
It's Quality thoughts that count – Success is in the mind

Sporting triumph and entrepreneurial success have much in common: clear vision and strategies, concrete objectives, a winning team and stunning performance. In 2007 we celebrate the 20th anniversary of the ISO 9001. The supreme quality of our management systems worldwide is thereby confirmed. ISO 9001 has laid the foundations for the success of over one million organisations. Everywhere achievement levels are raised in order to break new records or increase sales figures. The result is that high demands and expectations overwhelm one’s ability to cope, and handling stress has become the decisive factor in the successful achievement of one’s goals. Former 'solutions' – yet harder training, yet harder working – have proved ineffective, ending either in injury or professional burnouts. Concrete plans and experience capable of successfully overcoming these growing challenges come mainly from sport.

“Can you feel your goal at hand? Do you get goose pimples whenever you think of your most pressing dream?”

Wolfgang Fasching, the book’s author, seminar leader and presenter, accompanies you through the book in your search for your aims and objectives! He gives you valuable tips and countless practical examples.

Never forget: “You want it? You’ll make it!”.